
Reg Nr………………  oxa for exchange and payout  to indigenous creator (-s dear), received by social security chief 
........................................ at ......................................................... local council that in exchange of goods stops  imposing digital 
chips with  ......................................    money managed by Rome and Illuminati war economy banks systemically enslaving and 
massacring indigenous and other people. 
......................................................... social security chief and      ………………………………………local council parliament chief: 
1  □    exchanged and payed out to indigenous creator (-s dear) ...........................................money amount   .............   directly   
to indigenous creator (-s dear) or through the indigenous society …………………………………………… , or 
2  □    denied exchange and payout and is in debt to indigenous creator (-s dear),.................................................. money. 
Lack of act 1 or 2 within two weeks is proof of councils false authority over indigenous creator (-s dear), and war crimes to be corrected. 

            ..................................................   Sign - social security chief      ..................................................   Date, place 
Sign - local council parliament chief ………………………………………...........           Date, place....................................... 
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